


Meet AREXA, the next-gen artificial intelligence: a trading oracle that, 

based on her predictive indicators and immense database, calculates the 

most likely future price action of Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies. An 

oracle that literally sees the future - and shows it to you!

AREXA will be released to the public in closely supervised phases.

In phase one, her predictive trading platform will provide users with an 

unprecedented edge in the market. Forget traditional trading indicators 

and old-school TA; a brand-new chapter in trading begins here.

In phase two, the AREXA alert system will be released, providing users 

with automated daily BUY and SELL signals for various cryptocurrencies.

Finally, in the last phase, AREXA's sophisticated neural network will 

autonomously manage trading for platform users - all by itself.



The universe is abundant with fractal geometric 

constructions: from a simple fern plant to the spiral arms of 

galaxies, fractals permeate everything, including the price 

action of cryptocurrencies.

What the AREXA oracle does is recognize these fractal 

geometric 'superwave' patterns in the market's price action. 

Once these principles are decoded, a set of indicators can 

be created - indicators that predict themselves into the future.

Subsequently, by analyzing these predictive indicators, a 

powerful neural network compares past and present market 

patterns and occurrences, generating the most likely version 

of the future... and based on it, providing accurate trading 

signals for the AREXA users.



Let us show you what we’re talking about!

In the top image, you can see AREXA’s price 

prediction for BITCOIN from a few days ago. 

This prediction is a result of a dozen 

underlying indicators, created by AREXA...

...and in the bottom image, we can see how 

the price of BITCOIN played out following 

our prediction.

This accomplishment is made possible by 

the powerful fractal geometric predictive 

indicators of the AREXA system, which 

compare present patterns with a vast 

database of past price action. Based on past 

occurrences, it creates the most likely 

outcome for the future.



1: The AREXA System is a tried and tested profit making strategy,

utilizing the laws of applied fractal-geometry. If we teach this to traders,

that creates a strong self-fulfilling prophecy. The more people use it,

the more the market behaves according to our predictions.

2: To focus on the work (and actually, to stop trading), we require

funding. Primarily, to employ AI specialists who can manage the

creation of AREXA.

3: In return, we will release AREXA AI tokens. Owners of these tokens 

will be eligible to receive a percentage of the profit generated by the 

AREXA AI.

4: We create a TOOL for the traders, and their success spreads

awareness about AREXA. The traders will, instead of Tradingview, use

this new platform – one that doesn’t just show charts, but can actually

predict the future for traders. The platform will produce never before

seen predictive indicators.

5: With the AREXA platform, a market is created. Traders have to have

subscriptions to use the platform. The income from these subscriptons

will go into the AREXA pool – and shared amongst the AREXA A.I.

token holders, on a monthly basis.

6: Naturally, AREXA A.I. tokens can be traded, and as their number is

limited, their price wil increase over time. Especially the price of the

special ‚AREXA MAGIC’ coin, of which only 100 were minted.

Whomever owns one of these tokens, gets lifetime access to the

AREXA A.I. platform.

7: The AREXA system advances and as the AI matures, it starts giving

BUY and SELL alerts for the users. This will be the second level of our

subscription, more expensive than the first one. Income from here, yet

again, goes into the AREXA POOL.

8: Then the AREXA AI goes automated, and through an API protocol,

will start trading with the platform users Binance account. First spot.

Then, leveraged. And in return, users will have to pay in 10% of their

profit to the AREXA POOL.

9: AREXA A.I. Token holders will get a passive, growing income from

all the subscriptions.

10: The AI itself gets better and better at trading as it perfects itself

with the help of past data… eventually becoming better than the best

human traders, and thus, reaching singularity.



Apart from the cutting-edge neural network of the AREXA AI, some of the latest blockchain 

technologies had been implemented in the tokenomics. There will be two AREXA tokens

and three subscription tokens, each with unique benefits for the users. Each tier has 

different pricing and different features. Think of them as keys that give you access to 

different levels of the same building. As it is outlined in the whitepaper, the AREXA team is 

developing a whole new concept for how to use NFTs - simply put, the goal is to integrate 

business features into them. 

This tier is the backbone of the project, with a limited supply of 100 000 000 tokens – half of which
will stay locked, and left to the community to decide it’s fate. 
The holders of these A.I. TOKENS will earn income from the monthly subscriptions, based on the 
percentage they hold of the overall pool - meaning, when automated trading goes live, they will 
earn a percentage of every trade AREXA makes.

This token also comes with voting rights on the development of future AREXA features.

The price of the AREXA A.I. TOKEN is 0.1 USD / TOKEN

The AREXA MAGIC TOKEN is limited to 100 tokens only and is reserved for our most dedicated and 
hardcore contributors and followers. With these tokens, you will have lifetime, unlimited access to 
the predictive AREXA platform, the BUY/SELL alerts and our Telegram & Discord channels.

This token also holds a special power: only the holders of these 100 tokens can propose in which 
direction AREXA should be developed in the future

The price of the AREXA MAGIC TOKEN is 100 USD / TOKEN



Access to the various features of AREXA is granted through the following tiers. The 

revenue generated from these tiers, including the profit percentage generated by 

automated trading, is directed to the AREXA A.I. TOKEN pool and distributed among 

token holders.

Designed for users seeking a limited-time experience of our platform's predictive 

capabilities. With these AREXA tokens, you gain 30 days of access to the predictive 

indicators on the AREXA platform. Additionally, access to our Telegram and Discord 

channels is provided, offering direct access to learning materials and assistance.

In addition to Tier I features, this tier offers predictive signal alerts. AREXA will notify you 

of potential solid long or short opportunities in the markets, ensuring you don't miss any 

day or night trading situations. This token also grants a 30-day access to the predictive 

platform.

This token unlocks the ultimate feature: the automated AREXA trading AI, managing your 

portfolio across exchanges like Binance, Bitfinex, and others. Visualize daily spot trading 

with 1-3% profit, dynamic stop-loss, and take profit mechanisms. Holding more tokens 

means AREXA will trade larger funds for you. Moreover, these tokens only expire after 

reaching a certain profit threshold. Tier III includes access to Tier I and II features.







1992: Built his first computer.

2000: Got his first novel published at age 21.

2001: Got accepted into the MENSA International 

Club.

2006: Got an MSc in Psychology.

2014: Lived and worked in London as a psychologist

for over 8 years.

2016: Established the RED Academy where he trains

RED method life coaches.

2017: Started trading crypto.



2018: Got his tenth novel published (Battleground ZERO) by Libri, the biggest
publishing house in Hungary.

2019: Developed the fractalgeometric superwave theory, which is the basis of his 
trading method.

2020: From the profits of his first bull run, built a 1megawatt crypto mining farm.

2022: Established AREXA Fzc, which serves as a crypto trader's academy and the
startup-company of his AREXA Artificial Intelligence project.

- Practiced kung-fu and archery.

- His favourite PC game is Civilization, but also plays State of Decay and DAYZ (with
his son).

- Has appeared as a psychologist in various TV shows (Big Brother, The Bachelor,  
Married at First Sight, etc.).

- Has written five filmscripts and plans to turn them into movies.
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